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The Swashbuckler is a very exciting take on non-magical combat in Pathfinder, which can become a boring war of attrition between stat blocks. The Swashbuckler has the ability to serve as a Face and a Striker, but could be turned into a Defender with a few feats.

Swashbuckler Class Features. Hit Points: d10 hit points is standard for martial classes, but with only light armor and bucklers you will need to be careful to defend yourself or you will burn through your hit points very quickly. Base Attack Bonus: Full BAB. Saves: Reflex is the Swashbuckler's only good save, and with good Dexterity The swashbuckler is the most rigidly conventionalized of all the subgenres of the Adventure genre, and one with close affinities to the Historical Fiction. Some Authors and Series Associated With the Swashbuckler Genre Include: Many works by Alexandre Dumas (père), including SWASHBUCKLER Meaning: "blustering, swaggering fighting man" (earlier simply swash, 1540s), from swash "fall of a blow" (seeâ€) See definitions of swashbuckler. Definitions of swashbuckler from WordNet. swashbuckler (n.) a reckless impetuous irresponsible person; Synonyms: daredevil / madcap / hothead / lunatic / harum-scarum.